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The Holy Spirit The Devil and Artificial Intelligence?
Scripture shows this gift to the Elect. That "we have an unction, an inner intelligence an intellect, a
reason and a voice. 1 John says "we have an unction from the Holy One and we know all things".
We may not know everything ALL the time but we know what we need to know when we need to
know it. In this way we know All things important and impertinent.
To this, it is the gods of this age that has presented a counterfeit. Not that it really knows all things,
but it earns that label by earning peoples trust, so much so in fact, they give up their God given
reasoning factors and just believe what they are told because they control the information they
want to have available. What a perfect tool of deception.
The supposed "all knowing all seeing www.eye in the sky" has captured the allegiance of humanity
at large, from every nation, tribe and tongue. Mhh! What does that sound like in scripture? An
imposter.
It has data gathering entities called "crawlers" to scout out things gathered into their web, to
forecast, broadcast, prognosticate, soothsay and project trends and patterns, which is NOT really
knowing the future, but projecting the past into the future. A scientific guesswork.
However our source of information comes from The source of knoeing. Him who was first and last,
knows everything in-between, because He was already there, "for all things are open and exposed
to the eyes of Him with whom we have to give an account". Who knew what would happen way in
advance of it happening.
Unlike, and far superior to their source or rather sourcery. Ours does not project based on data
gathering. Our source was their on that day in the beginning when it was said of creation that it was
good, then with an infintesminally small gap to double stamp His approval with a "very good". Yes
creation beginning to end, its start to it's conclusion serves the Creator God well, very well.
Because in that infintesminal break between good - and very good, every scenerio, every possible
outcome with all potential divergences was played out to it's infintesminal option, and comes to the
exact conclusion God designs and controls all things for. To Him be the Glory. "Known to God from
eternity are all His works.
Having done so, and only when every action and reaction was measured, the Godhead said "it is
good, very good". No, dang, I didn't see that, or, gee I wish I would've... Those are weaknesses not
found in the Godhead.
So the counterfeit "all knowing" in our day is scrambling for control while we are in quite repose in
rest within the Godhead watching them, for educational purposes, aquiring our similarity to Him.
Meaning that our plug-n-plays are far superior. Infinitely so.
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For this reason we don't have to fact check with other fact checkers, because we have a different
source, sorcery and spirit.
They are empowered by the prince of the power of the air that now works through the prince of the
power of the air". Not oxygen but air waves. Why? Because they are in the absolute lower region
of the air, the lowest atmosphere below the clouds.
We, like Gods prototype "beheld Satan fall like lighting from heaven", lickety split and conducts his
befudgery there.
You see though Satan in the beginning was told "on thy belly shalt thou go". How convenient it is
for mankind to produce the internet so that Satan and his collectors can crawl through every bodies
stuff for manipulation purposes. The prince of the power of the air? Not God's empowerment but
yours in Gods stead. You give it to Satan with each new terms and conditions you subscribe to. Do
you get it? Sub? Scribe? Your written authorization to be put under. That means that is how YOU
put Satan between YOU and God.
For that we have the gospel. That if you confess these sins or faults (your fault) to the Father to
help you through the fog back to His light we call revelation. "We walk in the light as He is the light
and we have fellowship (colusion) with one another. Are you getting this?
And if you think Gods Holy Spirit needs, or sucombs to their unholy works? You are of the
decieved. They can only do what they were created to do. Which is to? Give you an option. Yes
God gives you mankind another option so that they have a choice. That's why we say "the wheat
and the tares, or weeds grow together. Make sure to make the right choice though, because the
weeds are gonna burn according to the parable.
As for the manifestation of the Elect? The first shall be last, the last shall be first and we are right
on time. You may say, well where are all these Elect at?
We are purposely evenly distributed throughout incognito and undercover awaiting our dispatch as
we will advance like fire in a dry field when He gives His charge for us to advance.
As foretold in Joel "A fire devours before them, And behind them a flame burns; The land is like the
Garden of Eden before them, And behind them a desolate wilderness; Surely nothing shall escape
them." Speaking of God coming to be glorified in His saints of those who are advanced in their
spiritual weaponry.
For the our weapons of our warfare are not carnal, but mighty through God for pulling down
strongholds and every lofty thing that elevates itself in the place of God.
We've got the counterfeits and the liars all pegged to fall into their own trap that they laid for the
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masses as seen here from the Revelation "Babylon the great is fallen, is fallen, and has become a
dwelling place of demons, a prison for every foul spirit, and a cage for every unclean and hated
bird!"
The one thing they overlooked is what they had before their jealousy caused them to climb into
humanities lofty affairs. And that's Heaven. You get it? Scripture says that "they left their first
estate". Yes their God given gift of doing Gods work from up above in His stead. And by them "
leaving their first estate" they left a vacuum, an empty space suitable for the Elect. For us to
assume the tasks they were given at the right hand of the Father. And you know what? Likewise,
the fires of the lowest Hell are now vacant, awaiting their arrival. Just as it's written in, Ezekiel 28;.
“You were the anointed cherub who covers;
I established you;
You were on the holy mountain of God;
You walked back and forth in the midst of fiery stones. I brought fire from your midst;
It devoured you,
And I turned you to ashes upon the earth
In the sight of all who saw you.
19
All who knew you among the peoples are astonished at you;
You have become a horror,
And shall be no more forever.”
So after these things have all been played out, then all the created order in the physical realm will
be burned, then will appear therein, that which pertains to righteousness.
And from Isaiah 66 about the finality of the judgment for the wicked, they are an eternal burning fire
we can observe.
“And they shall go forth and look
Upon the corpses of the men
Who have transgressed against Me.
For their worm does not die,
And their fire is not quenched.
They shall be an abhorrence to all flesh.”
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